
 
 

Paris, France, 1 February 2017 

Heek is changing the game for SMBs with artificial intelligence 

Paris, France, 1 February 2017 - Small & Medium Businesses (SMBs) are slowly shifting              
into an an artificial intelligence (AI) era that allows them to be more in control of their                 
digital presence. Amongst the different online customer support services or virtual           
personal assistants, the world of AI is now welcoming a website builder that will fully               
accompany SMBs through the creation, maintenance and updating process of their           
website with optimized results and personal suggestions. 
 
Building websites and an online presence can be resource-consuming for small & medium             
businesses (SMBs) who have very little expertise in the subject matter. As a result, in 2016,                
more than half of 270 million SMBs do not have an online presence.  
 
Traditionally, SMBs could pass through agencies, intermediaries, freelancers or even learn           
how to make their own website with classical online tools. However, these approaches are              
often costly and not scalable. Today, they can now chat with an intelligent chatbot that is                
able to build and manage a website in real-time, just as if they were interacting with a web                  
designer, web developer or account manager.  
 
Heek ’s chatbot is capable of progressing in intelligence as it converses with multiple small              
business owners to get new insights. Rather than wait for an agency or service to respond                
to a demand that can be time-consuming and expensive, concrete actions such as “I need               
to add closing hours” or “I have a new product to show” can be asked and fulfilled by the                   
chatbot instantly; making the experience more personal as it adapts to the needs of the               
user.  
 
As Nicolas Fayon, CEO, states: “Small business owners do not have a lot of time or budget                 
to manage their online presence even though it is essential to have today. These issues are                
unfortunately not addressed by classical website builders, agencies or freelancers. Heek           
makes website building fully personalized and efficient through chat, just as if we were              
interacting with a web designer. And above all at competitive pricing.” 
 
What can the market expect in the future? Worldwide revenue is expected to increase              
tenfold between 2017 and 2022 from the AI market. The market in 2017 is forecast at 1.25                 
billion dollars; a 94% increase from 2016. It will be highly likely that AI will be even more                  
personalized, verticalized in different sectors and focused on voice, speech recognition and            
text prediction. Understanding a person’s history, context and intent will push boundaries            
even further, offering a true aid in SMBs daily lives.  
--- 
 
About Heek 
 
Heek (www.heek.com) is the first website creator built around an intelligent chatbot who helps assist               
millions of small and medium businesses to make, maintain and update their website in exactly the                
way they imagined it. Founded at the beginning of 2016 by Nicolas Fayon in Paris, Heek has raised a                   
fund of 1.2 million € from OK Invest. 
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